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Sources of isospin-breaking in nature include strong breaking due to the quark mass differ-
ences, which arise from differences in Yukawa couplings in the weak sector of the Standard Model,
and electromagnetic breaking due to the charge differences between quarks. Understanding the del-
icate interplay between these effects from first-principles requires a nonperturbative treatments of
study, for which lattice techniques are ideally suited. A number of strategies for introducing QED
interactions in lattice QCD have been developed in recent years [1, 2, 3, 4], and an analytic under-
standing of the finite volume effects achieved with the use of effective field theories [5, 6]. The
numerical work which utilizes these developments, however, often demand large volumes in order
to gain adequate control over systematic uncertainties in the requisite power-law infinite volume
extrapolations of observables. In this study, we explore the use of a photon mass as an alternative
means for handling IR artifacts. To test the viability of this new approach, we compare determina-
tions of the hadronic mass shifts and splittings due to electromagnetic effects in electroquenched
QCD, obtained in two ways:
1. A conventional infinite volume extrapolation of estimates, where electromagnetic interac-
tions are included using a Coulomb gauge-fixed zero-mode subtracted photon action [7];
2. A vanishing photon mass extrapolation of infinite volume estimates, where electromagnetic
interactions are included via a massive photon action.
Since this work is already described in depth elsewhere [8], we take this opportunity to summarize
some of the main results, and expand upon several aspects of the study.
For the comparisons described above, we consider electroquenched QCD+QED on a Eu-
clidean space-time lattice with lattice spacing a, spatial extent L j = L ( j = 1,2,3), and temporal
extent L0 = T . Although we introduce a gauge-symmetry violating photon mass term in the latter
case, prior gauge-fixing of the QED action is helpful as it enables reliable stochastic estimates of
charged correlators in the limit of small photon mass.1 For the massive QED study, we consider
a Rξ gauge-fixed non-compact QED action, noting that this choice of gauge fixing is the only one
that retains full hypercubic symmetry of the lattice at finite photon mass, mγ . In momentum space,
the action for the vector field A˜µ(p) is given by
Sγ =
1
8piα
1
L3T ∑p ∑µν
A˜µ(p)G˜µν(p)A˜ν(p) , (1)
where Gµν(p) = (p2+m2γ)δµν +(1/ξ −1)pµ pν and pµ = (2/a)sin(2pinµa/Lµ) for integer nµ ∈
[0,Lµ/a), and α = e2/(4pi) ≈ 1/137. Note that Gµν(p) has eigenvalues p2/ξ +m2γ and p2 +m2γ ,
with the latter being three-fold degenerate for p 6= 0. In the limit ξ → 0, corresponding to Landau
gauge, the mode proportional to pµ decouples from the theory. In contrast with typical treatments
of QED on the lattice, we retain the (massive) zero-modes rather than explicitly removing them
from the theory. In this formulation of QCD+QED, mass shifts and mass splittings receive O(α)
corrections from three sources: the presence of zero modes, the presence of a finite volume, and
the presence of a finite photon mass. All three effects can be accounted for systematically via
an effective field theory (EFT) description for hadrons of mass M (e.g., mpi , mK , mn and mp) and
charge Q, expanding perturbatively in the Compton wavelength of the hadron.
1Without such gauge fixing, charged correlator ratios suffer from a signal/noise problem in the limit mγ/mpi → 0.
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Figure 1: A typical diagram contributing to a two-
point correlation function for the proton (two up and
one down valence quarks with winding numbers w =
0) in a hopping parameter expansion. Each quark line
is accompanied by a Wilson line from which the tem-
poral photon zero mode contributes an overall phase.
Since all quark diagrams with winding number w = 0
have an identical zero mode phase, the phase may be
factored out and integrated over analytically (nonper-
turbatively).
Let us begin by understanding the ef-
fects of the massive temporal zero mode
A˜0(0) on hadronic correlation functions.
Rather than go into the details of such an
accounting from the standpoint of an EFT,
we instead provide a heuristic explanation
of how temporal zero mode corrections ap-
pear. These effects can be treated nonper-
turbatively by noting that the temporal zero
mode appears precisely in the same manor
as an imaginary chemical potential. From
the standpoint of a hopping parameter expan-
sion for a charged two-point function with
sources and sinks separated temporally by a
distance τ , as shown schematically in Fig. 1,
diagrams involving quark (q = u,d,s) world
lines connecting the source and sink are ac-
companied by a path-independent phase fac-
tor eiQqθ(τ+wT ), where w is a temporal wind-
ing number and θ ≡ A˜0(0)/(L3T ). Fermion
“bubbles”, however, are independent of θ
since the phases associated with forward and backward propagation in these loops exactly can-
cel. These observations allow us to isolate an overall phase factor associated with the leading low-
energy contributions to correlation functions, namely eiQθτ , where Q=∑q Qq is a sum over valence
quark charges Qq. Higher winding number contributions are associated with thermal effects, and
are suppressed exponentially by comparison to the leading contribution mentioned above. Noting
that the gauge action for the temporal zero mode is given by Sθγ =m
2
γL
3Tθ 2/(8piα), averaging cor-
relators over the temporal zero mode gives rise to a quadratic dependence on the time separation,
given by
C(τ) ∝ e−Mτ
∫
dθe−S
θ
γ +iQθτ ∝ e−Mτ−xτ
2
, (2)
where x = 2piαQ2/(m2γL3T ) and 0 < τ  T . Note that although the quadratic separation depen-
dence is negligible when 2piα  m2γML3, its size can be quite significant compared to the mass
splittings ∆M which we are interested in, and therefore these corrections must be accounted for in
our mass extractions.
Contributions to mass shifts not associated with the temporal zero mode are determined to
leading order in α using a generalization of nonrelativistic QED for hadrons [9], which appropri-
ately accounts for the gauge symmetry violation of the photon mass term in Landau gauge. The
infinite volume shift in hadron masses due to a finite photon mass are given by δM(α,mγ) ≡
M(α,mγ)−M(α,0). The leading order (LO) and next-to-leading order (NLO) contributions to
these shifts are given by
δMLO = −α
2
Q2mγ
3
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δMNLO =
(
Ce2− α
4pi
Q2
) m2γ
M
, (3)
with the NNLO correction appearing at O(m3γ/M
2). Finite volume corrections to hadron masses,
on the other hand, are given by δLM(α,mγ ,L) ≡ M(α,mγ ,L)−M(α,mγ ,∞). The LO and NLO
contributions to the formulas are given by
δLMLO = 2piαQ2mγ
[
I1(mγL)− 1
(mγL)3
]
δLMNLO = piαQ2
m2γ
M
[
2I1/2(mγL)+I3/2(mγL)
]
, (4)
where
In(z) =
1
2n+1/2pi3/2Γ(n) ∑ν 6=0
K3/2−n(z|ν |)
(z|ν |)3/2−n , (5)
and ν ∈ Z3. To gain a sense of the relative importance of these terms for the parameter regime
considered, we provide a contour plot of the ratio δLMLO/δLMNLO as a function of mγL and mγ/M
in Fig. 2. Note that extrapolations in mγ/mpi are taken along lines of constant ML, assuming mpi/M
is constant. Thus, from this plot, we may gauge the level of control over finite volume corrections
attained at NLO as a function of our extrapolation parameter mγ/mpi .
With an analytic understanding of the finite volume and photon mass corrections at hand,
we now turn to simulations. Electroquenched QED+QCD simulations were performed using the
Chroma Software System for lattice QCD [10]. Studies were performed using dynamical SU(3)
flavor-symmetric QCD gauge ensembles generated on isotropic lattices using a tadpole-improved
Lüscher-Weisz gauge action and clover fermion action (see [11] for further details). Three ensem-
bles of size 956, 515, and 342 where considered, corresponding to a single a ≈ 0.145 fm lattice
spacing and the lattice volumes L ≈ 3.48 fm (L/a = 24), L ≈ 4.64 fm (L/a = 32) and L ≈ 6.96
fm (L/a = 48), respectively. All volumes correspond to a pion and kaon mass of mpi = mK ≈ 800
MeV and nucleon mass of mp = mn ≈ 1.6 GeV.
Two sets of U(1) gauge ensembles were generated using a noncompact formalism; the first
corresponds to a Coulomb gauge fixed QED action with removal of the zero mode, and the second
correspond to the Landau gauge-fixed QED action with photons of mass mγ/mpi = 1/14, 1/7, 1/4,
1/3, 5/12, 1/2, 7/12 and 1. The U(1) gauge configurations for each case were drawn from a
Gaussian distribution according to the probability measureP(A) = e−Sγ (A), with Sγ(A) defined in
[7] for the former case, and defined by Eq. 1 in the latter case. We performed high precision nu-
merical tests of both our massless Coulomb and massive Landau gauge-fixed codes by comparing
numerical estimates of a wide variety of space-time averaged observables with exact analytic calcu-
lations. These observables include functions of the gauge field, and its three- and four-divergences
(∇ and ∂ , respectively), noncompact and compact definitions of the field strength tensor (Fµν and
Pµν = 2cosFµν − 2), and Polyakov loops (Pµ ). The comparisons were made on a lattice of size
3×5×7×11, using a photon mass amγ = γ ≈ 0.57722. Results of such comparisons are provided
in Fig. 3 for ensembles of size 1M.
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Figure 2: Contour plot of δLMNLO/δLMLO as a func-
tion of mγ/M and mγL. Dashed lines correspond to
lines of constant ML, along which the mγ/mpi → 0
limit is taken (with mpi/M held constant). For our
smallest volume studies, mpiL ≈ 14 and mpL ≈ 28.
Note that this extrapolation at fixed ML is only reliable
provided that the uncorrected finite volume effects are
smaller that statistical uncertainties on the mass split-
tings. This regime can be identified approximately
by the convergence properties of the FV expansion,
which are in turn characterized by the contours.
Lattice QCD+QED configurations were
obtained by post-multiplication of QCD
gauge fields by eieQqAµ for valence quarks
q of charge Qq (Qu = 2/3 and Qd =
Qs =−1/3). Hadronic correlation functions
were subsequently calculated on background
QCD+QED configurations in order to deter-
mine the mass splittings due to electromag-
netic effects. In the presence of QED, the
valence quark masses were tuned such that
the qq¯-meson mass mqq extracted from the
connected part of the qq¯ correlation func-
tion agreed with mpi and mK at α = 0. To
that end, all massless and massive QED stud-
ies were performed using the valence quark
masses amu = −0.25501 and amd = ams =
−0.24750; by comparison, the QCD bare-
quark mass was amq = −0.2450 for all q.
Effects of mistuning of the mass splittings
were estimated in chiral perturbation theory
and found to be on the order of 10% for the
kaon and 25% for the nucleon. Given that
these mistuning effects are common to both
the massless and massive QED studies, we
expect such effects to be irrelevant for the
purposed of making a comparison of shifts and splittings between the two QED formulations.
Mass shifts and mass splittings were determined for all three lattice volumes in both the cases
of QCD with massless and massive QED by studying the late-time dependence of ratios of cor-
relation functions. In the case of massive QED, differences were determined for all mγ/mpi , and
care was taken to properly account for the quadratic temporal dependence of charged correlators
induced by the temporal zero mode. Details of the interpolating operators used for each correlator,
noise reduction techniques, and the extraction of these differences can be found in [8].
Having determined the hadronic mass differences at multiple volumes and multiple photon
masses, we utilized appropriate mass shift formulas to perform extrapolations to infinite volume
and/or vanishing photon mass. For the sake of brevity, the discussion of these extrapolations is lim-
ited here to several examples involving the nucleons; a more thorough analysis, taking into account
all known sources of systematic errors (including variation of fit ranges and order of the fit func-
tions) can be found in [8]. In the benchmark case of massless QCD, infinite volume extrapolations
of the nucleon mass differences were performed using the fit formula
∆M(α,L) = ∆M(α)+
αQ2c1
2L
(
1+
2a
L
)
+
da2
L3
, (6)
where c1 = −2.83729 · · ·, and ∆M(α) and d are fit parameters. A representative plot of these ex-
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Figure 3: Comparison of stochastically estimated observables with exact results for massive Landau gauge-
fixed (upper) and massless Coulomb gauge-fixed (lower) pure noncompact U(1) gauge theory.
trapolations using all volume data are shown in Fig. 4 (a), and yield the results ∆mp = 0.00123(10)(14),
∆mn = 0.00047(6)(6) and ∆mp−n = 0.00074(6)(6). In the massive QED case, we use the analytic
expressions for δLM to remove the LO and NLO contributions to volume dependence in the ex-
tracted mass differences determined at each volume. Note that this constitutes a fit-less extrapola-
tion of the data to infinite volume, up to systematic errors associated with volume dependence at
NNLO, which is not removed; the size of these effects can be qualitatively assessed from the con-
vergence of the expansion illustrated in Fig. 2. For example, for mγ/mp & 1/4 (mγ/mpi & 1/8), one
finds δLMNLO/δLMLO < 0.1 for the nucleon. We subsequently, perform mγ/mpi → 0 extrapolations
in the volume corrected data, using the fit function
∆M(α,mγ) = ∆M(α)+δMLO(α,mγ)+δMNLO(α,mγ) , (7)
where ∆M(α) and C (implicit in δMNLO) are fit parameters. Examples of such fits for mass
splittings determined from our smallest L = 3.48 fm ensembles for mγ/mpi ∈ [1/4,1/2] are pro-
vided in Fig. 4 (b) and yield the results ∆mp = 0.00116(7)(5), ∆mn = 0.00033(5)(2) and ∆mp−n =
0.00079(4)(2).
From a full analysis of the data at all volumes discussed in [8], we find that our mγ/mpi extrap-
olations are generally robust against variation in fit ranges and extrapolation order, and as demon-
strated in the illustrative example above, yields results for mass splittings which are consistent with
conventional infinite volume extrapolations in the massless QED formulation. We find these re-
sults to be true not only for the nucleon mass shifts and splittings, but also for the kaon, which was
not discussed here. The results, suggest that massive QED is a viable alternative to conventional
methods; the advantages of using this approach over conventional methods are discussed in greater
detail elsewhere [8].
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